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Abstract 

This paper will argue that the relationship between reality television audiences during 

program broadcast and the collaborative community they form on Twitter creates a 

third place. The formation of the 'virtual loungeroom' allows community members to 

engage with the program, communicate with one another, and view content in real-

time with community members, regardless of physical location. This paper will 

examine the formation of this digital community and the characteristics of both 

Twitter and reality program audiences to support the formation of authentic 

communities. Ray Oldenburg's characteristics of a third place will provide the 

framework to examine this digital community. Broadcasters of these programs also 

see the value of these communities, having seen a reshaping of broadcast 

investment in resources to ensure this online community is engaged by the 

broadcast and online. This examination of the relationship between reality television 

and online communities provide interesting insights into how successful online 

community engagement can result in a successful broadcast program. 
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This paper aims to explore the formation of the 'virtual loungeroom' by reality 

television audiences on Twitter as a third place. This paper will deconstruct three 

main points to study the aspects of this online community. The first section of this 

paper will investigate how this community utilises Twitter as a third place by 

exploring Ray Oldenburg's characteristic of the third place and evaluating how this 

reality television audience and their interaction on Twitter during broadcasts are the 

visible representation of this idea. Then this paper will assess the significance of how 

the practice of live-tweeting television represents Benedict Anderson's imagined 

community. With the invention and development of second screens, the sole focus is 

no longer on the television and micro-blogging site Twitter. We will analyse the 

authentic community created regardless of location and social ties. Finally, we 

discover the influence these communities have on television broadcast programs 

and the resources network's put into engagement with them online. 

 

To allow this community to form, we first must explore the microblogging site Twitter 

and its role in allowing users to connect regardless of physical location. Twitter is an 

online social networking site that allows users to create accounts, generate distinct 

profiles, follow accounts, and in turn allow them to follow back.  Twitter enables 

users to post tweets, which are microblogs limited to 280 characters. Twitter 

recognises trending topics that influence global discourse and allows users to 

collaborate on topics by adding a pound (#hashtag) sign to a tweet. The strong 

connection between television and Twitter is best illustrated through Twitter's 

statistics into trends throughout 2020, which showed globally, more than 7,000 

tweets per minute were related to television, and the program with the highest level 

of engagement was the reality tv program Big Brother (McGraw Tracy, 2020). 

Highfield (2013) points out that Twitter's position in discussing widely televised 

events is one of its most well-known applications. Therefore, the formation of this 

community that intersects live reality program broadcasts and Twitter users creates 

public conversations functions as a 'virtual loungeroom' (Harrington et al. 2012). This 

concept refers to a communal environment where audiences can discuss and debate 

their reactions to what they see on the television screen in real-time.  

McArthur and White (2016) recognise that when members of a group can 

communicate and engage with someone they trust and enjoy interacting with, a 

sense of community is created. Early internet academics were sceptical that the web 



could act as a virtual host for authentic communities (Hampton, Keith N & Wellman, 

Barry, 2018). However, Hampton, Keith & Wellman (2018) point out that previous 

generations could only travel and interact easily over short distances, traditional 

group structure due to the limitations of being born into and dying within the same 

network of connections. This community was cultivated by small, tightly knit networks 

that lasted a lifetime. This paper will showcase that the invention of online 

technologies has aided in creating a tangible community and that the reality 

television twitter community is the visible representation of this. Let us now explore 

how the reality television audience has created this community.  

 

A variety of popular television shows can be seen on today's television. However, 

reality television has evolved from an off-season summer sensation to a prime-time 

staple, often dominating the ratings in various coveted time slots (Godlewski & 

Perse, 2010). With the inherent excitement in viewing the unfolding action, the 

novelty of the events, and the opportunity to peer voyeuristically into others' lives, 

reality show audiences can be very cognitively involved with the program. The ability 

to vicariously observe the world by observing others' trials and tribulations is a 

distinguishing feature of reality television. As a result, audience members become 

emotionally and cognitively invested in the programmes (Nabi 2006 as cited in 

Godlewski & Perse, 2010). Television allows for social comparisons and the creation 

and affirmation of social and cultural values (Cameron & Geidner, 2014). Reality 

television viewers have found Twitter a public digital space where they can "meet, 

discuss, debate and respond" to the moments they are collectively watching on the 

television screen (Harrington et al., 2013). This experience simulates the effect of 

mutual viewing as if sitting next to someone in the same room and watching the 

episode together (Stewart, 2020). When viewers actively use Twitter, it is observed 

that dual viewing strengthens the space by bringing together virtual communities of 

people connected by common interests or experiences as a public source of 

knowledge (Cameron & Geidner, 2014). 

 

 

 

 



Joshua Meyworitz suggested in 1985 that new electronic technology, specifically 

television, had the ability to distinguish physical location from a sense of place 

(McArthur & White, 2016). His statement that a sense of place would occur 

independently of physical location foreshadowed the Internet's role in the creation of 

social relationships and social spaces (McBride, 2015). Television has always been 

a medium that aims to bring people together. It is now no longer a single, standard 

format medium; it is now characterised by multimedia participation and engagement 

(Cameron & Geidner, 2014). As internet innovations have altered the nature in which 

we form communities and socialise, it has also changed how we watch and connect 

with television. Television is no longer merely a linear "lean-back medium" (Dewdney 

and Ride, 2006, p. 289 cited in Stewart 2020) but now actively engages its viewers 

and encourages interpersonal contact in social media – even among strangers. 

Television has been turned into an "active medium" thanks to social media. 

(Buschow et al., 2014). When users create simultaneous opportunities for 

collaborative conversation using Twitter, they create digital third places (McArthur & 

White, 2016). It is this intersection between television broadcasters and Twitter 

conversation. The section that follows will present the characteristics of how a third 

place is created. 

 

Social networking sites and socialising in this realm have increased significantly in 

recent years due to technological opportunities. When Ray Oldenburg developed the 

concept of the third place in 1989, it would have been unreasonable for him or others 

at the time to foresee the visible representation of this idea within the reality 

television Twitter audience that is outlined in this paper. Ray Oldenburg (1989) 

constructed characteristics for a community to qualify as a third place, including six 

attributes (neutral ground, leveller, conversation, accessibility and accommodation, 

regulars, low profile, playful mood and home away from home).  

 

The Third place must find neutral ground "where people may gather" but in which 

"individuals may come and go as they please, in which none are required to play 

host, and in which all feel at home". Membership within this community is propagated 

upon the concept that there is "no set formal criteria of membership and 

exclusion"(Markov 2019). Twitter is a suitable platform for achieving this, given there 

are no mitigating factors that would initially exclude someone from this community. 



While membership in this community has no hierarchy, the programs' official Twitter 

accounts do exist within this space. Married at first sight, official account 

@MarriedAU, will engage within the #mafs conversation within the broadcast at 

critical moments of humour, intrigue or outrage. This is often accompanied by using 

stills or animated GIFs from the series. While reacting to critical moments within the 

show, the interaction posted is often playfulness within the community, which is 

another qualifying factor that this community, while using Twitter, is a third place. 

Reality Television is seemingly perfectly paired with playfulness and humour within 

the community. Deller (2019) points out that the discussion about reality shows is full 

of puns, quips, animated gifs, memes, and satirical commentary. The audience 

engages in performance for acceptance, likes, and content being shared. By design, 

reality television is a genre that provokes emotional responses, reaction and 

judgment from the audience. Deller (2019) also suggests that reality television 

programs claim to hold up a mirror to human conduct and interaction and challenge 

viewers to question what they are viewing, not just in evaluating the participants' 

actions but also in speculating on the validity of the program. The fundamental 

element of communication binds members within this community and reinforces the 

authentic community of the 'virtual loungeroom'.   

 

Twitter conversations between members in this digital meeting place are often 

between users that may or may not be regulars in the community. Regulars can be 

found in Twitter chats in several ways, including launching discussions, recognising 

other users, and being noticed by those users. McArthur & White (2016) note that 

despite being the most frequent visitors to their respective Twitter chats, the regulars 

do not appear to be as exclusive as new users are welcomed to the chat and can 

communicate within it. Transversally members of this Twitter communication can 

follow along with the interactions without engagement and view the dialogue as a 

commentary rather than become an active participant in the conversation.  

 

While the invention of streaming services has allowed audiences to choose when 

and where they view television programs, the nature of linear broadcast is still 

appointment viewing and is scheduled, promoted and broadcast into specific high 

viewing time slots. The simultaneity of television viewing, or the fact that many 

people are watching the same thing at the same time, is a central feature of 



television that allows for this form of second screening (Stewart, 2020). Some of the 

more frequent participants look forward to these scheduled Twitter chats and use 

them as places to meet new people, which is the influence of a third place (McArthur 

& White, 2016). Viewers can track their own personal streams or engage in open 

discussions with other users (Cameron & Geidner, 2014).  

 

The accessibility of this community is brought together into one digital space using 

hashtags. A hashtag for a television program #mafs enables viewers to connect 

even though they are not in the same peer networks. According to Highfield and 

Leaver (2015), the inclusion of a hashtag in a tweet is not a direct indication that an 

author is a member of or tangibly linked to an online group. However, hashtags can 

allow the Twitter chat to emerge as a site for digital gatherings during a regularly 

scheduled meeting window (McArthur & White, 2016). The structural abilities of 

hashtags are unifying textual identifiers that are now frequently marketed to 

prospective audiences by broadcasters well in advance of the live event itself and 

have helped this new kind of reciprocity between producers and viewers large extent 

(Harrington et al., 2013). Using these hashtags and thereby interacting with a group 

of Twitter users that stretches well beyond (but still includes) one's current followers, 

audience members of this online community coalesce for the duration of the event 

(Harrington, 2014 as cited in Stewart, 2020). 

 

Hashtags accommodate relevance for Twitter chats as they act as a connector for 

the subject of discussion. The reality program Big brother uses the hashtag #BBAU 

to collate big brother fans and form their 'virtual loungeroom' (Harrington et al., 

2013). The engagement of users within this community of tweeting while watching 

television is seemingly motivated by two desires: interacting with the community 

and/or engaging with the program. (Buschow et al., 2014).  Audiences like knowing 

that they can be part of the show (McBride, 2015). Having discussed the formation of 

a third place, the final section of this paper will address the imagined community and 

then uncovering the commodification of this community by the broadcasters.  

 

While we have firmly positioned this community within a third place, it also 

represents Benedict Anderson's definition of an imagined community, a socially 

constructed community imagined by people who perceive themselves as members 



of that group. Stewart (2020) states that "Several scholars have made the 

connection between television viewing and Anderson's theory of the imagined 

community and live-tweeting of television series provides a way of making 

Anderson's imagined community visible" (p365). Communities that are formed 

around reality programs are persistent but do have a currency window called a 

'region of liveness,' during which the immediacy disappears, and audiences are less 

likely to participate (Kavka and West, 2004 as cited in Stewart 2020). This zone of 

liveness firmly embeds television, or at least specific genres of television, including 

Reality TV, within Anderson's imagined community. The practice of live-tweeting 

television allows this community to overcome physical location to participate in a 

shared experience and bringing together this community for a specific and dispersed 

audience for the length of the broadcast. Reality television fans can come together 

and watch television with thousands of others who share a common interest and 

form a visible and substantial community experience.  

 

Television networks have come to rely on the success of reality programs for their 

financial success, but it no longer sufficient to focus purely on the broadcast 

audience; instead, they have recognised the authentic and tangible community that 

exists on Twitter. Shows, including Dancing with the Stars to Survivor, have seen 

increased TV ratings because of social media engagement (Holt, 2017). As people 

become more interconnected with smartphones, their viewing habits are evolving to 

a more social model, where they are using second screens; consequently, it is more 

relevant for shows to be socially interactive and on television. The days of networks 

determining which shows will be the most successful are long gone. Audiences now 

have a more significant say in what they watch and how they communicate with the 

producers and viewers of the content. Audiences are more likely than ever to lose 

interest if the show and its cast and crew do not have an excellent social media 

presence. Such is the strength of the community created a network must invest 

money in a strong social media presence if it wants a show to succeed (Holt, 2017). 

Deller (2019) observes that broadcasters and production companies no longer make 

television programmes; instead, they make multimedia brands. It is rare to encounter 

a TV show that does not engage with social media. Reality shows are some of the 

most visibly active in extending their storylines, content and marketing across 

multiple platforms.  



 

This paper has outlined the formation of the 'virtual loungeroom' by reality television 

audience on Twitter has created a third place. The formation of the 'virtual 

loungeroom' allows community members to engage with the program, communicate 

with one another, and view content in real-time with community members, regardless 

of physical location. This community has qualified as a third place because of the 

framework Ray Oldenburg's outlined. This third place also established the practice of 

live-tweeting television to overcome physical location to participate in a shared 

experience, bringing together this community for a specific and dispersed audience 

for the length of the broadcast. Reality television fans can come together and watch 

television with thousands who share a common interest and form. The practice of 

live-tweeting has showcased the representation of Benedict Anderson’s imagined 

community. The validity of this community is underpinned by the value of broadcast 

and network resources to ensure this online community are engaged because the 

success of a broadcast program outcome is increasingly determined by it. 
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